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ABSTRACT
The 156 observations of Comet 1941c, covering an interval of 268 days, have been grouped in 7 normal places. The dif
ferential correction led to an elliptic orbit with an eccentricity of 0.9999574. Both the original and the future values of the
reciprocal semi-major axis remain posi'ive.

After the full moon on February 12 the comet
was less bright but was abundantly observed. On
February 19 no less than ten observations were
reported. On March 16 the magnitude was estimated
at 8.0 by both E. Loreta and E. Buchar. Measures
continued until March 29 when I last recorded the
comet at low altitude in the evening sky. After con
junction of the comet with the sun I picked it up in
the morning sky when it was reduced to a round,
diffuse coma of 12" in diameter and magnitude 15.
Only a small number of measures were obtained after
that; the last one is by H. M. Jeffers at the Lick
Observatory on September 17. He described the
comet as a sharp coma of 10" diameter and magni
tude 17, surrounded by a faint haze.
Many computers deduced orbits from short arcs
after the discovery. They showed that perihelion
passage occurred on January 27, 1941, and that the
comet moved in a retrograde orbit inclined only 12°
to the ecliptic. I thought the best available orbit was
the one obtained by Chang and Li (1944) from five
normal positions by variation of geocentric distances.
However, these elements left unacceptable residuals
and something must be wrong with them. As a start
for the differential correction I used instead the
parabolic elements by Bobone (1941) based on C6r-

On the
morning of
January
1941,
the
variable-star
observer
R.15,
P. de
Kock,when
at Paarl
(S.A.), set his telescope on R Lupi, he discovered
a comet which he estimated with the naked eye as of
5.8 magnitude. He reported his discovery to the
Royal Observatory, Capetown. The brightness
increased rapidly during the following days. The
comet was independently picked up by J. S. Paraskevopoulos at the Boyden Station, Blocmfontein,
on January 23 when he called the brightness 3.5
magnitude and estimated the tail as 5° in length. That
same morning the comet was independently found by
R. Grandon at Santiago (Chile) and on January 24
by M. Dartayet, J. Bobone and Cecilio at Cordoba
(Argentina) and by E. Roubaud and A. Pochintesta
at Montevideo (Uruguay). By that time the comet
had reached second magnitude. As a naked eye spec
tacle the comet was at its best on the evening of
February 2. R. H. Stoy (1941) gave a detailed
description of the tail activity, which he compared
with that of Donati's comet 1858VI. On January 30
the comet came within 0.26 astronomical units of the
earth. Its motion was then as fast as 27" per minute
of time. Insufficient precision of timing may partly
account for the scattering of some of the measures
at the time.
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